
Phage Name: 
Your Name: 
Your Institution: 
Your email: 

Additional emails: 
 (For correspondence) 

Please check each box indicating completion of each task. If you are not sure how to do something,
please see the Online Bioinformatics manual page "How to Pass Preliminary Review".  

1. Does the genome sequence in your final contain the same number of bases and is it the
same as the posted sequence on phagesdb.org?

2. Are all the genes “valid” when you click the “validate” button?
3. Have the genes been renumbered such that they go sequentially from 1 to the highest

number?
4. Have all old BLAST hits been cleared, and all gene features reBLASTed?
5. Are the locus tags the"SEA_ PHAGENAME"?
6. Has the Documentation been recreated to match the information in the feature table?
7. Have tRNA ends been adjusted with web-based Aragorn and/or tRNAscan SE?
8. Has the frameshift in the tail assembly chaperone been annotated (where applicable?)

9. For the items below, generate a genome profile, and review the following.  For the

YourPhageName_CompleteNotes.dnam5 file:

a. Have any duplicate genes (or any with the same stop coordinate?) been removed?
b. Does every gene have one and only one complete set of Notes
c. Do the functions in the Notes match the official function list?
d. Are all three lines of functional evidence described for EVERY gene?
e. Do the notes contain the initial Glimmer/GeneMark data from the autoannotation?

For the YourPhageName .dnam5 file:
a. Have any duplicate genes (or any with the same stop coordinate?) been removed?
b. Is the Notes field empty for all the features with no known function (including hidden

marks?
c. Do the function names in the Notes match the official function list?
d. Is the function field EMPTY for all features?
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10. Did you use PECAAN to annotate your phage?
If, so please describe how in the text field  after question 11.

11. Describe any issues or specific genes that you were unable to satisfactorily resolve,
and warrant further inspection in the Quality Control review.

https://seaphagesbioinformatics.helpdocsonline.com/untitled-16

	Phage Name: Marley1013
	Institution: Marywood University
	Other emails: 
	email: cbrey@maryu.marywood.edu
	1: Yes
	2: Yes
	3: Yes
	4: Yes
	6: Yes
	5: Yes
	9: Yes
	10: Yes
	11: Yes
	12: Yes
	13: Yes
	14: Yes
	15: Yes
	16: Yes
	Describe: 1.    Yes seaphage.db total genome size = 69,164bp, DNA Master = 69,164bp7.    Argon predicted no tRNAs8.    Has the frameshift in the tail assembly chaperone been annotated (where applicable?) N/A9a.  No duplicate genes10.  Did not use PECCANAdditional Gene Notes:Gene1: Start site 1 (seaphage.db and BLASTp all 1:1) better gene alignment than start site 73 (1:25)Validating 1 - 693  Incorrect Length. start site 73 : All ORFs appear to have valid starts and stops, All ORFs appear to have unique start and stop coordinates.  Call start site 73.Gene 8: Chose LOR start site. Cut down on gap from 135 to 63.  However BLASTp many hits but alignment was not 1:1deleted geneGene 12: Strong evidence for Capsid morphogensis protein, however there is data that calls portal protein.  Phamerator showed more hits for capsid morphogenesis protein.  Based on this evidence the function is more likely a capsid morphogenesis protein.Gene 16: Reexamined SAP domain protein on Seaphage DB and Blast P. Seaphage DB had no hits, Blast P showed 1hit for SAP domain protein. Their subjects was 1:1, but the identity was only 63%. Not enough evidence to officially call this gene a SAP domain Protein.  Rechecked start sites: no improvement. Agree with Glimmer.Call NKF.Gene 17. Seaphage DB-  Xaiver was not 1:1 and poor identity, would not call it a HOLIN protein. HHPRED rechecked- positive e-value 0.0093. We would not include this as having a hit. Therefore in our final Seaphage and HHpred did not produce sufficient evidence to call the function a Holin protein. Call NKFGene 18: Seaphage db was checked and the hit for membrane, protein was not 1:1, and identity was poor. We also checked this gene for the longest open reading frame and it showed a better identity for membrane protein but still not a 1:1 subject. Blastp rechecked identity was poor.  Call NKF.Gene 22: Original deleted,a rev gene among a group of forward genes.  BLASTp, seaphage.db, HH-pred and phamerator all no hits. Gene 34: Only one database produced a significiant hit.  Need to recheck. Checked with ORF and Blast produced two hits but did not have good alignment. HHpred did not give any hits. call minor tail proteinGene 40: Identity and allignment not great call NKF, Pit QC recheck structural protein or punative tail fiber Gene 50: HH endonuclease evidence weak need to recheck start sites. Checked ORF. No significant hits. Alignment not good.  Call NKFGene 52: Longest orf good cp.  Although a single forward in a group of Rev genes not ideal.  Call keep and not delete. NKF.Gene 62: Only 120bp. Good candidate gene for a deletion, check HHpred. Checked next ORF. No hits. Checked HHpred. No hits. Kept Pitt QC call.Gene 65:CP in gap not continueous. Call NKF. question on large gap 334bp unusual.  Pit QC please reexamineGene 66: Gap between gene 65 and 66 is 334 bp.  Checked gap for codding sequence nothing outstanding, many stop codons.   Very unusual to have such a large gap.  Pitt QC please check.Gene 75: Delete Gene 74, deleting gene only 135 bp, only rev gene withing forward genes. Rechecked longest ORF and no hits.Gene 90:  CP in gap 214bp  checked for gene calls no significant hits,  checked smaller gap between 90 and 91 and there were no significant hits. .  Checked in the gap between 89 and 92 which gave a smaller gap but no significant hits. There were no coding potential. Gene 94: Gap 178 Confident in call NKF, Checked gap no hits
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